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Peace and human rights this mean that today peace is the best way to maintain in our self,
world and to each and everyone, human rights the only thing that belong to our self and fight.
Peace is a harmonious relation by citizens in the society, away from harmful elements in against
the law. Human rights is one of most important factor in the society in which individual are
bound to complain if they are abandon because of their levels.
Peace is very important because in our nations we need peace to signify peaceful and
brings the unity of Christians and Muslims through peace we must love each other in order to
respect and also we must fight our rights as a people. By doing the rights to do is the freedom
which all human rights and the rights of the human.
As a student we must follow the rights thing to do in order to maintain the goodness of
the person through faith in God we must value the human rights of each other, respect for the
individual's rights not to hurts the fellow men women.
As a student it is important peace because without peace it cost conflicts of individual
behaviors, we need peace in order to respect our nations and it is also a challenges to our life to
be strong and God-fearing.
Basically the word "Peace" is a very board concept there are a lot of meaning from the
word "peace". Every individual can or may give individual meaning of it base on their
observation and experiences. Well as for me, the word "peace" can be define as "the freedom
of the heart and mend from any physical, mental, emotional as well as spiritual disturbances
from anything that may affect the calmness of our faculty as well as our heart.
Base on my observation from my daily life as well as from the news on television and
newspaper, peace does not exist .As what to have seen, there are killing, kidnappings, robberies
and many other violent heinous crimes happened. These only shown that peace really not existed.
People kill people even through in just a little mistake hand been made. There is no peace from
within the human heart. On the other hand, Muslims-Christians relationship is also one major
problem especially here on Mindanao because of discriminations and the like.
It is always been heard over the news almost every day about "Peace Talk". Hence, still
there is no peace at all. War between the Muslims and Christians still continuously shed blood
from all-over places. Many innocent people deed, not only hundred but thousand of Philippines
both Muslim and Christian died without justice. Sad to note that peace is really hard to achieve to
others that rule the nation especially here in our very own Mindanao. Since I was born, the
conflict between the already exists. May be until I'll get married or until the end of my life, the
said conflict may not be ended. Tears and blood are wasted. Lines of many people are ended up
to nothing. How sad to know that Filipinos are killing one another. Instead of helping one
another for development, war had been made. No peace at all.

